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Tuesday, August 30. 2005

Med Students UNITE!
Look what I got in the mail from Kristen, that lovely Med Student Who Knits!! A really cute knitting bag that was made by
her, in my favorite color-GREEN. Also, some perfect Regia "Mini Ringel Color" sock yarn in shades of green and blue. I
assume Mini Ringel means little stripes or something, because based on the picture on the label, these balls will make
socks with cute baby stripes on them. AND, as if that all weren't great enough, there is a really cool tape measure that
clicks on the way out and has a retracting button on top, and a little crochet hook that I know will come in handy for sock
knitting in the future. I LOVE it all, thank you Kristen!! I know how busy you are, and the color combo is really too
perfect. Might need to bump that Regia up in the line of "Socks to be made" that I've got all organized in my head. I've
never used Regia before, and I'm very excited. Now I need to put on my thinking cap to figure out a final awesome gift
for my secret pal and also a present for Kristen in return. I've got some ideas already, and will try to execute them
soon.And if anyone is reading from New Orleans, hang in there! :o(

Posted by Mia in Knitting at 20:39
I'm glad it got to you in one piece (I sometimes wonder when things head off in the mail....). There's no need for anything in return - I
just wanted you to be able to celebrate the end of your surgery rotation.
(Sarah was kind enough to help me out with the address )
Anonymous on Aug 30 2005, 21:30
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